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Resumo 

Um grande rol de métodos alternativos, que levam em conta a carga do respondente 
ao preencher um questionário tem sido proposto para melhorar a qualidade das pesquisas, 
através da melhora dos níveis das taxas de resposta e da cobertura populacional. Algumas 
dessas propostas radicais, que alteram a forma de coleta de dados, têm sido implementadas 
em alguns países, como Estados Unidos, Canadá e Alemanha entre outros. Procedimentos de 
Amostragem Matricial (Matrix Sampling) têm sido usados para aperfeiçoar pesquisas quando 
esses resultados são melhores do que os do método tradicional nas pesquisas amostrais. 

Esse trabalho analisa o método Amostragem Matricial (Matrix Sampling), que divide 
o Questionário da Amostra - CD1-02 - do Censo Demográfico de 1991, para reduzir a carga 
de resposta dos entrevistados, aumentando assim as taxas de resposta da pesquisa. 

O questionário da amostra - CD1-02 foi analisado e desagregado em três formulários 
menores com diferentes temas, possuindo cada um deles um núcleo comum de identificação 
equivalente ao questionário curto – CD1-01, adicionado das variáveis cor/raça, deficiência e 
religião. Pode-se, então, realizar amostras independentes para aplicar esses diferentes 
questionários a um número maior de entrevistados, que respondem somente a um dos 
subconjuntos. Um segundo passo é gerar a posteriori uma amostra concatenada a partir do 
Emparelhamento Estatístico (Statistical Matching) desses diferentes questionários 
respondidos por unidades similares.  

Na concatenação desses novos questionários, um procedimento de Emparelhamento 
Estatístico, tipo Hot Deck, concatena registros receptores (com um dos temas) com registros 
doadores similares (dos demais temas), a partir de amostras com reposição desses doadores. 
As distribuições empíricas dos dados do Universo (todos os CD1-02) são bem reproduzidas 
no conjunto de registros concatenados. 
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O estudo investiga se os resultados são equivalentes nos dois procedimentos 
amostrais, o padrão e o alternativo (Amostragem Matricial), indicando que esse novo caminho 
é viável e razoável, o que possibilita o uso de questionários menores (divididos) que podem 
reduzir a carga de respostas do respondente e os custos; aumentando a cobertura do Censo na 
parte coletada por amostra.  

Palavras-Chaves: Carga de Resposta, Amostragem Matricial, Emparelhamento 
Estatístico, Hot Deck. 

Abstract 

Brazilian Census is conducted with two questionnaires: a short and a long one. The 
long questionnaire contains 93 items per person and the short one 23. Respondent burden is 
one of the main causes for missing information. Using real data we simulate a matrix 
sampling approach: respondents are allocated only items part of one of three components, 
thus yielding three data sets and lessening respondent burden. Individual data from these three 
files are linked to create a complete new data set, called synthetic data file, using statistical 
matching. Every single record is concatenated to similar records from the other two files, 
using an imputation procedure based on hot deck. We find that all the selected empirical 
distributions of the complete data are well reproduced in the synthetic data sets, as well as 
bivariate and conditional distributions.  

Nearly the same inferences can be achieved using matrix sampling design with a 
reduced cost and less respondent burden.  

Keywords: Burden-response, Matrix Sampling, Statistical Matching, Hot Deck 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The design of surveys must balance many competing goals. Due to the financial 

burden of selecting individuals for studies, many survey questionnaires, the problem of 
excessively long questionnaires has been arising with increasing frequency, along with the 
related problems of declining response rates and increasing time investment for the 
respondent and the interviewers [1],[2]. Since questionnaire based surveys are widespread 
means to gather all this information, it is hardly surprising that a variety of methods like split 
questionnaires with rotational elements have been developed to solve the above-mentioned 
problem. However, these approaches usually lead to reduced sub samples of the originally 
desired data sets such that in some cases the sample size for multi-dimensional analyses gets 
to be very small.  

Reference [3] introduces a split questionnaire survey design where the original 
questionnaire is divided into several components with each component containing a roughly 
equal number of questions. The split approach is based on the multiple matrix sampling 
design which has long been used in US educational testing, achievement testing, and program 
evaluation, see [4]-[6]. With multiple matrix sampling, basically there are subgroups of 
variables created randomly and these subgroups are randomly assign to subgroups of units; 
these random assignments can lead to estimation problems due to non-identification and 
highly reduced data sets for multivariate analysis. In the split questionnaire survey design, 
apart from a core component with questions that are considered to be vitally important (e.g., 
socio-demographic questions), also only a selection of the other components is administered 
to every interviewee. This clearly reduces interview time, yielding lower survey costs as well 
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as 

reducing the respondent burden. But unlike the matrix sampling approaches, the missing data 
now are imputed to finally end up again with a complete(d) data set. This approach merely 
requires that combinations of variables, which are to be evaluated, must be jointly observed in 
a small sub sample (to avoid estimation problems due to non-identification). Thus, depending 
on the split design any desired analysis can be carried out while retaining the original sample 
size. A statistical matching approach is used in [7]. 

To illustrate this, Figure 1 shows a split questionnaire survey design where 
interactions of third order among the split variables are assumed to be analyzed. In our 
exemplary design the questionnaire is divided into three components (plus the core 
component with questions administered to all sample individuals).  

1.1. FIGURE 1: SPLIT QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN WITH THREE  

COMPONENTS 

Split Variables 

Questionnaire 

Number 

 

Core  

Component Component1

 

Component 2 

 

Component 3 

  

1     

2     

3     

4     

5     

6 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In the case of Figure 1 a split design generates three different components.  

An example that motivated the work presented in this article is the Brazilian Census 
of Population and Housing conducted decennially by the Brazilian Statistical Office (IBGE). 
This survey has been applied two questionnaires: one short and other long. The former is a 
subset of the latter. The short one is applied to every household and it will be considered ‘the 
core’. Besides the enumeration, the objective of the survey is to estimate general 
characteristics of the Population: Migration and displacement, Education, Labor and Income, 
Fertility and Nuptiality and Familial structure and ties and characteristics of Housing Units, 
selecting information on the structure by age, sex, situation of the housing unit, color or race, 
religion and levels of disability or physical or mental deficiency of the population resident in 
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Brazil. 
The goal of this article is to show that the split questionnaire survey design can offer 

solutions to a wide range of questionnaire based surveys that suffer either or both from high 
costs or a high respondent burden. This proposal is based on the work of Raghunathan and 
Grizzle (with some slight modifications). In the next section we will cover the component 
structure of the questionnaire and also discuss the rules for the assignment of questions to 
components. In [3] is stated that variables with high partial correlation coefficients should go 
into different components. This sounds reasonable, because following this condition you 
avoid that variables which explain each other very well are always jointly missing for any 
observation. However, in some cases the purely data generated solution of the questionnaire 
design must be modified. The third section describes the statistical matching algorithm to 
develop proper multiple imputations method for analyzing data from the split questionnaire 
design.  

The missing data are imputed using Hot-Deck procedure; see [8],[9]. The imputation 
procedure itself is based on the so-called hot deck. In this contribution the validity of split and 
imputation is discussed based on the preservation of empirical distributions, bivariate 
associations, conditional associations and on the useful criterion mean square error (MSE). 
We find that many empirical distributions of the complete data are well reproduced in the 
synthetic data sets. Section four is divided into two parts: After a description of the 
application and implementation of matrix sampling design, some characteristics of the 
original and the synthetic data set are compared, as well as inference procedures obtained 
from the split questionnaire design and the complete questionnaire design. Finally, the last 
section will resume some of the problems and pitfalls encountered and discuss possible 
solutions.  

2. COMPONENT STRUCTURE 
In the first section we have learned that all split variables should be administered to 

components such that you get high partial correlations for variables in different components. 
To fulfill this requirement we need a complete data set to generate the component structure. 
An example that motivated the work presented in this article is the Demographic Brazilian 
Census 1991, that comprises general characteristics of population, Migration and 
displacement, Education, Labor and income, Fertility and Nuptiality and Families and 
housing units, conducted periodically by the Brazilian Statistical Office (IBGE). This 
decennial census was planned and conducted with two questionnaires, a short and long one. 
Since 1960, the survey is a probability sample of households to make the long form. The short 
form is applied on every household. The calculation of a suitable measurement of association 
with the long complete questionnaire answered, in advance in order to calculate the 
associations/correlations using the ordinal survey variables is done. 

After obtaining the correlation matrix a cluster analysis can be used to generate the 
component structure. Instead of cases we cluster variables, and by using the correlation matrix 
rather than a distance matrix, those variables with low correlations will be put into the same 
cluster. This means that variables with high correlations end up in different clusters. These 
clusters represent the questionnaire components and statistical standard software can be used 
to calculate the required number of clusters/components. “Average linkage within groups” 
minimizes the average Euclidean distances for variables within each cluster while maximizing 
the distances for variables in different clusters. If the cluster sizes tend to vary heavily (and 
hence the length of the different questionnaires), “Ward” can be used as an alternative 
distance measure. Thus, a “reversed cluster analysis” is an easy way to generate the required 
component structure. However, some questions are required to be in the same block or even in 
a specific order as the following example might demonstrate: Suppose you we are interesting 
to tabulate the variable age, for example, then it must be in all generated components. The 
long questionnaire was split into three components. This paper decides to have three different 
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components and the rules for the assignment of questions to components is based on aspects 
of the application of the generalized data editing and imputation software named DIA to the 
1991 Population Census [of Brazil] Basic Questionnaire, see [10]. This software, developed 
by the Spanish National Statistical Institute, based on Fellegi & Holt methodology, handles 
editing and imputation of categorical data in one processing cycle and provides 
comprehensive information to control and assess the automatic correction process. The 
analysis reveals the data quality and efficiency of the software adopted, which ensures data 
consistency while preserving basic distribution properties. 

The long questionnaire contains 93 items per person and the short one 23. The Figure 
2, shows empirical evidence that the long questionnaire have higher non-response rate than 
the shorter. The short had non-response rate equal zero percent.  

 

FIGURE 2:  “ MEDIUM  PERCENTILE” - CUMULATIVE NON-RESPONSE RATE TO THE LONG 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

 
                                                                                             order of quaestion 

 

3. STATISTICAL MATCHING ALGORITHM 

Under the multiple imputation approach, we replace each set of missing components 
by more than one plausible set of values. Each completed data set formed by combining an 
imputed set of values with the observed set of components is analyzed, resulting in the 
estimates and the covariance matrix of the target quantities of interest.  Under the assumption 
that the missing data are missing at random (MAR) or even missing completely at random 
(MCAR), as defined in [11]-[13], and that the parameters are distinct, see [14], the missing 
data mechanism is said to be ignorable. If these assumptions hold, it is possible to suitably 
impute the missing data by a standard multiple imputation technique. As the assignment of 
components to individuals is randomized the missing data mechanism can be treated to be 
MCAR, or, at least, MAR. The production of one carefully imputed data set is the actual task. 
The imputation of missing values is carried out by predictive mean matching which is 
basically both regression and nearest neighbor approach. Regression imputation (with 
rounding to the nearest observed value) tends to overestimate the explained sum of squares 
yielding a higher R2 than the original data would do. In order to avoid this, predictive mean 
matching (PMM) combines regression imputation with nearest neighbor approaches. Instead 
of rounding the regression estimate to the nearest observed value, each case with an initially 
missing value scans the observed values to “find” the case with the closest regression estimate 
to its own regression estimate and adopts the corresponding observed value (see Figure 3). 
Predictive mean matching is more likely to preserve original sample distributions than 
rounding to observed values, because outliers like the high-lighted values in Fig. 3 do not 
necessarily change the structure of the sample. One minor drawback of PPM in this situation 
is that only “observed” rather than “possible” values can be imputed. However, in our surveys 
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items usually have a very limited number of possible categories and therefore this problem 
can be safely ignored. For a first run (starting solution) the computer algorithm includes all 
variables of the core component to generate initial estimates for all partly missing variables. 
Then, all variables (with exception of variables within the same component) are included in 
the regression, thus transporting any combination of variables implemented in the split.  

After split the long questionnaire in three components, the application and 
implementation of matrix sampling design is in Fig. 3. 

 
FIGURE 3. IMPUTATION ALGORITHM  

F

Form 

number 

Core 

 

Component 1 Form 
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Core  Component 2 Form 

number Core Component 3

  1  1  

2   2  2  

3   3  3  
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Synthetic 
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Synthetic 

form 
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4. RESULTS 
In this work, there is only one matrix sampling design. Before, we resample the 

original reconstructed file three times using a systematic sampling design. Then, for the 
simulation we split each long questionnaire into three different components files.  
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Each three component files are linked into the synthetic file, using a Statistical 
Matching by Hot Deck procedure. We have 4 samples, the first one is kept and the 3 others 
are linked by similar core to obtain the synthetic file.  The process is repeated 20 times with 
80 samples. Here, similar means the nearest neighbor approach. I used only data from Rio de 
Janeiro state. The variables race, levels of disability or physical or mental deficiency and 
religion of the population are kept in the core. All computation discussed in this article were 
performed on a PC using SAS programming language. The procedure “Survey Select” do 
SAS made the sampling and the statistical matching. 

 
 

 

After a description of the application and implementation of matrix sampling design, 
some characteristics of the original and the synthetic data set are compared. Instead of 

homogeneity test or association measures using test, we are using the useful criterion 
mean square error (MSE) to calculate the inference procedures obtained from the split 
questionnaire design and the complete questionnaire design.  

χ 2

This step will be repeated until the results for the imputed values converge to a 
certain level. The algorithm contains a stochastic component that converges in any of the 
conducted test.  One explanation might be the imputation of missing values using data set 
components with at least 120,000 registers, each one.  

Figure 4 shows exemplary mean estimates of a split variable based on imputations, 
available cases and complete data set.  

 
Using this formula to calculate MSE: 

                ∑
=

−
=

n

i n

PpiMSE
1

)(
2

 

where the difference is between each proportion of each cell of each matrix obtained 

from the split questionnaire design ( pi ) and the complete questionnaire design (P) and  n the 
size of data set components. 
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Figure 4 - Proportions of a split fertility variable based on imputations, available 

cases and complete data set. 

 

                    Long questionnaire                         synthetic questionnaire 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
              Number of registers  

 
  Long questionnaire: 122,362 

   Synthetic questionnaire:  366,680 
 

Most of the proportion estimates partly based on imputed values were closer to the 
complete data set estimator than the available case estimator. We compare the deviations 
between imputation and complete data estimator for one considered estimator selecting the 
one imputation that yields a total minimum deviation sum of squares. However, the complete 
data estimator is, apart from the test situation, unknown, so our idea was to derive a measure, 
which yields the deviation sum of squares to the proportion over all imputation proportion.  

A special SAS based tool programming in [15] is used to generate the imputed data 
sets and link them randomly. Notice that the whole imputation procedure as presented herein 
is random; values are sampling using a systematic design and they are ordered by core at any 
time.  

In order to avoid that deviations of parameter estimates based on small sample sizes 
have a strong influence on the value of the measure, a limit of 10% is sampling from the 
original data set is randomly.  

Thus, we obtain a MSE measure yielding weighted deviations from the Multiple 
Imputation(MI) estimator of the considered proportion estimates. The imputed data set so 
chosen was always either the “best” or, at least, among the “best” imputations. 

To check for effects due to the number of observations the data were combined to 
three data sets of different size (n = 122117, n = 122265 and n = 122298). Table 4 provides a 
general overview of the results for these data sets.  

Table 4 – Deviations between complete and imputed data sets 

Descriptive measures 

 Original 

data set  

Imputed 

data set 
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1.996.105 2.000.903 

2.022.045 2.000.268 

Means 

Median 

 

Variance 

0,00201 0,0005099 

                                              Font: Long Questionnaire from Brazilian Census 1991 

 

 

The descriptive statistics yielded satisfying results for both data sets, with smaller 
average deviations for the imputed data set. However, the results for the MSE tests are 
comparable to a limited extent, because they are based on different sample sizes.  

The conducted tests are by no means an optimal choice. However, they have been 
widely used for many years in the field of research.  

5. CONCLUSIONS  

Split questionnaire surveys have turned out to show several positive effects: They are 
especially useful for cost-cutting reasons if the interview time is taking a high share of the 
total interview costs. In complex surveys, the imputation method may require an additional 
trouble of difficulty implementing split designs into the survey. The method must be 
investigated for each application. See [16]. 

A second benefit of conducting studies with split questionnaire designs is the 
reduced respondent burden which should lead to less unit non-response and therefore to a 
better sample quality. The other way round, instead of reducing the respondent burden, split 
designs also allow to include more questions without increasing it.  

The results of the previous section suggest that it is possible to reduce the respondent 
burden while retaining at least marginal distributions and bivariate distributions of split and 
core component variables. Even better results are to be expected when proper multiple 
imputation methods are applied. However, the reduction cannot be extended indefinitely 
because the remaining information is also getting less. Besides, while more components do 
result in further cost-cuttings and an even lower respondent burden, they also increase the 
complexity of the questionnaire design and reduce the sample size for every single 
questionnaire. Hence, an appropriate balance has to be found for the trade-off between these 
effects.  

The survey we examined is conducted using DIA methodology, with a Brazilian 
Census long form, with order of questions; the answer behavior was affected by the split 
questionnaire design. In the scope of this project, tests were conducted and split questionnaire 
results were compared with the corresponding complete questionnaire results. The split 
questionnaire design had better results, using three components. 

However, it was beyond the scope of this project to conduct additional field tests 
where split questionnaire results are compared with the corresponding complete questionnaire 
results.  
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